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Abstract: EBONE (European Biodiversity Observation Network) is a project developing a system of biodiversity observation at regional, national and European levels as a contribution to European reporting on biodiversity. The project focuses on GEO (Group of Earth Observations) task BI 07-01 to unify many of the disparate biodiversity observing systems and creates a platform to integrate biodiversity data with other types of information. The system will make use of existing networks of site observations, wider countryside mapping and Earth observation (EO). The project addresses issues important for development of biodiversity monitoring system such as concept of monitoring; indicator species and habitats, in-situ and EO methods of biodiversity; database management and IT tools; protocols and harmonisation of available in-situ data. Special attention is paid to intercalibration of in-situ and EO monitoring. The system, methods and protocols developed in the project will be tested and validated in the field. Based on the validation we will propose refinements to the system (sites, protocols). The project aims to contribute to a world-wide monitoring system by developing a prototype system for monitoring Mediterranean ecosystems outside Europe. Because the project addresses a quite broad range of stakeholders, stakeholders will be involved in the design, development and testing of the monitoring system. The main outcome will be an integrated monitoring system based on key biodiversity indicators and implementation within an institutional framework operating at the European level.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Measuring and reporting reliably trends and changes in biodiversity requires that data and indicators are collected and analysed in a standardized and comparable way. This is valid for a national park, but also for larger areas such as the European Union. However at present all responsible authorities (over 100 national and regional authorities) have different and uncoordinated approaches. Globally, the problem is even worse, as species and ecosystems largely differ on the different continents. Therefore, there is a need to develop a system for a coherent system for data collection that can be used for international comparable assessments on an international scale.
EBONE is the Collaborative project of the 7th Framework Programme within theme 6 Environment (Topic 4.1.1.2. Contribution to a global biodiversity observation system). The EBONE project is developing a system of biodiversity observation at regional, national and European levels as a contribution to European reporting on biodiversity as well as to the Global Environmental Observation System of Systems (GEOSS) tasks on biodiversity and ecosystems. EBONE assesses existing approaches on validity and applicability starting in Europe, expanding to regions in Africa and seeking cooperation with projects in other continents. The objective of EBONE is to deliver:

1. A sound scientific basis for the production of statistical estimates of stock and change of key indicators that can then be interpreted by policy makers responding to EU Directives regarding threatened ecosystems and species;
2. The development of a system for estimating past changes and forecasting and testing policy options and management strategies for threatened ecosystems and species.
3. A proposal for a cost-effective biodiversity monitoring system in close collaboration with the major agencies and NGOs, that will be responsible for monitoring in the future.

This paper therefore deals with both technical and with organisational aspects.

2. EXISTING MONITORING PROGRAMS IN EUROPE

The information on running monitoring programs in Europe is based on an ongoing survey of biodiversity monitoring schemes in Europe, started by the EuMon project [EuMon 2009; see also http://eumon.ckff.si/] and continued in the EBIONE Project. The first results of that survey demonstrate that biodiversity monitoring is lacking a standardized approach in Europe, making it difficult to assess the state and trend of biodiversity across geographical and temporal scales from collected raw data [Schmeller 2008]. The EuMon survey is summarized in the online database DaEuMon [EuMon 2009] and allows to draw a detailed picture of monitoring practices in European species and habitat monitoring [Henry et al. 2008; Kull et al. 2008; Lengyel et al. 2008; Schmeller 2008; Schmeller et al. 2008]. Biodiversity monitoring in Europe encompasses a great diversity of different habitat and species monitoring programs. They vary among others in sampling effort, methodology (Figure 1), involvement of volunteers, incentives, and geographical scope. Half of all habitat monitoring schemes (here a monitoring program may encompass various monitoring schemes for different species or habitats) are of local scale (50%), followed by regional (28%) and national (18%) scale. For species it is the opposite, with schemes on a national scale making up 42% of all schemes followed by regional (27%) and local (25%) schemes. Only 0.6% (habitats) or 1.6% (species) and 2.4% (habitats) or 2.7% (species) of the assessed monitoring schemes cover the EU or are of international scale, respectively. Generally monitoring schemes were implemented due to scientific interest (31%), EU directives (21%), management or restoration (20%) or national obligations (17%). The support of volunteers is generally higher in species schemes (86% of all persons involved, see also [Schmeller 2008] and references cited therein) than in habitat schemes (9% of all persons involved) [EuMon 2009]. For habitats and species sampling effort varies greatly across spatial and temporal scales [Lengyel et al. 2008; Schmeller et al. 2008; EuMon 2009].

![Figure 1. Monitoring methods used in species schemes. Source: EuMon Database on European Monitoring Schemes, February 2009, http://eumon.ckff.si/](http://eumon.ckff.si/)
According to the EuMon database, birds are by far the best represented species group in monitoring programs followed by mammals and invertebrates (Figure 2). Monitoring of birds is largely coordinated by BirdLife International and its partner organizations within the European countries [BirdLife International 2004]. Alongside the birds monitoring also the butterfly monitoring in Europe [van Swaay et al. 2008] might provide a good blueprint for the establishment of monitoring networks for other groups across Europe [Gregory et al. 2005; European Environment Agency 2007]. Butterfly monitoring schemes assess regional and national trends in butterfly abundance per species, and form a network among regional and national coordinators in different countries [van Swaay et al. 2008].

For European habitats and species the EuMon survey demonstrates that monitoring needs to improve with regard to spatial coverage, assessment of spatial variation, sampling design and data analysis. Without these improvements monitoring data will not be able to present an unbiased and realistic picture of the state of Europe’s biodiversity that is necessary to measure the progress towards halting the loss of biodiversity by 2010 [Lengyel et al. 2008].

However, some of these improvements have already been implemented in three major international projects which are not included in the EUMON database:

1. The Countryside Survey of the United Kingdom [Haines-Young et al., 2000]. This survey has tracked habitat and vegetation changes from 1978 to 1984, 1990, 1998 and most recently 2007. The sample has increased from 256 1 km squares to over 600 at present. An extensive literature reports the results.

2. SISPARES [Ortega et al. 2008] is a series of over 200,16 square km units which have had aerial photograph interpretation over three dates since the 1960's to enable the assessment of habitat change in Spain.

2. The National Land Inventory of Sweden [Esseen et al. 2006] consists of a series of sites throughout Sweden with the objective of assessing habitats and vegetation for the whole country and eventually, the changes that are taking place. All these projects are at a national level and are based on stratified random sampling to ensure that statistical estimates of habitat extent and spatial distribution can be achieved.

3. **EBONE PROJECT**

3.1 **EBONE concept**

Whereas a considerable number of monitoring activities have been developed in response to the decline of biodiversity, existing monitoring schemes cover only specific elements of biodiversity, have a restricted geographical coverage, and may have limitations regarding
the potential for spatial interpolation and generalisation or run only for a few years. The limited data that have currently been collected systematically can only enable restricted statistically reliable conclusions to be drawn. However, for Europe-wide monitoring and reporting the incorporation of further data are essential to extend the range of systems to be covered.

The project is designed to respond to the widely recognised problem of limitations in the linkage among existing monitoring systems, databases and monitoring sites. The key challenge that needs to be addressed is the cost effective data collection system for biodiversity linked with extant data, both past and present, at national, regional and European levels. This monitoring framework should cover all aspects of biodiversity in one coherent system. A systematic monitoring approach for Europe must consist of several steps and every action for collection of new data will first need to consider what existing data are available and how they can be used and interpreted. Because cost-effectiveness belongs to the crucial aspects of monitoring systems, is also foreseen to include an assessment of the time and costs involved.

It is essential that the scientific basis is linked to a sound institutional framework to ensure continuity and long-term collaboration between partners who have a history of successful cooperation. The project includes facilitation of an institutional cooperation in a stratification system, nomenclature and data to be collected and agreements on database structure. The present project is based on a tried and tested network of partner institutes that have collaborated over many years and that have been monitoring change at a variety of scales. This network is open for other partners as well.

The strength of the approach is that it builds on all knowledge and networks developed in recent European projects such as ALTERNET, BioHab, BioPress, BioScore, Ecochange and EuMon. It makes use of existing LTER monitoring sites; it assesses their representativeness and includes the existing national monitoring systems. It will lead to a cost effective procedure for biodiversity monitoring by applying the most efficient indicators in a well balanced sampling programme.

### 3.2 EBONE implementation

The first phase of the project is to develop a conceptual framework for monitoring utilising the existing institutional context of European monitoring, databases, observation points and observing organizations agencies, and NGOs. The criteria for identifying indicators will be defined using existing experience and the framework of the CBD and SEBI and going beyond if needed. The design of requirements, protocols and procedures for a cost-effective monitoring system for Europe requires bringing together existing knowledge on monitoring protocols and a concept that is able to upscale and downscale data and observations from point locations to a general European level. It also needs a concept of the sampling design that can be used to test the existing data, observation points and databases. The conceptual framework will be used to consider how monitoring of biodiversity trends can be linked with the ecosystem research on underlying processes, drivers and pressures at multiple scales.

We will prepare an overview of the characteristics of the existing larger monitoring and surveillance systems in Europe and a link between the methods, data and observation sites available in different countries and regions as well as with various ongoing projects, available databases and observation and monitoring systems. We will determine the relationship between National Responsibilities (NR) and Conservation Priorities (CP) of species and habitats with monitoring systems. A proposal will be made for the best way to include different monitoring systems into a European strategy that includes NRs and CPs and develop an approach for a global biodiversity observation system.

The statistically robust framework for monitoring is under development and it will form the basis for a system for Europe-wide statistically reliable, geographically referenced and comparable data collection of species and habitats of conservation interest. The existing
knowledge on monitoring protocols will be used for harmonization of protocols for different species groups and habitats. The General Habitat Categories of the BioHab project will be used as a common denominator to link existing data sets. The special attention will be paid to intercalibration of Earth observation (EO) and in-situ monitoring data (see chapter 4). The monitoring system will be validated and the cost aspects in time and budget will be monitored in representative test sites. The sample sites in the project will be dispersed in strata defined in the project of the European Environmental Stratification [Jongman et al 2006]. One of the important steps is to carry out tests on the data from LTER (Long-Term Ecological Research) sites in relation with data from nation-wide habitat monitoring programmes. We will also adapt the system developed for Europe into Mediterranean systems in test areas in Israel and South Africa as representative countries for this biogeographical zone (see chapter 5.3). The institutional arrangements and the cost effectiveness of a proposed surveillance and monitoring system will be evaluated and the results will be used to design a management procedure for a time- and cost efficient monitoring system.

The data management represents an important aspect of the monitoring system developing by the project; the main challenge is to provide common database access across all types of data supplied by diverse sources and in varying granularity, ranging from remote sensing data over national monitoring networks to the very dense and detailed data supplied by the LTER sites and LTSER platforms.

In all stages of the project stakeholder involvement is required; important is the communication to agencies institutions, managers of databases and organisations that already carry out established European-wide and countrywide monitoring systems. These stakeholders will be involved to the monitoring system development, its testing and improvement and also training of stakeholders in monitoring using system developed in the EBONE project is foreseen. The communication with international, national and regional responsible bodies is the only way to get the system accepted and agreed upon.

4. EO OBSERVATION AND INTER-CALIBRATION WITH IN-SITU MONITORING

4.1 EO observation of land cover, habitats and species

EO instruments record reflected, scattered or emitted electromagnetic signals which vary in function of the physical and chemical properties of the viewed surface type. Two types of information can be derived from EO data (Figure3): quantitative measures of these physical or chemical properties (i.e. a map of for example soil moisture, surface temperature or canopy cover) or a map of thematic classes representing areas with similar reflected, scattered or emitted electromagnetic signals, texture, patterns or shapes. EO derived products of land cover, habitats and species (flora) belong to the second category.

The observation and recording of land cover, habitats and species require different classification systems. Their design results from a compromise between scope of use, level of detail and spatial application. EO introduces not only full area and frequent coverage, but also a new and unique set of classification parameters. The degree in which a relationship can be established between electromagnetic signals and the thematic classes (e.g. physiognomic, floristic or ecological) required by the biodiversity monitoring community, will determine the usefulness of the EO derived thematic maps. The work of Paradella et al. [1994] suggested that physiognomy may be the most important attribute which influences the EO response of vegetation. Whilst Jakubauskas et al. [2002], Moody and Johnson [2001] and Hill et al. [submitted] have reported successful crop, vegetation and species classifications when using time series of EO to exploit differences in phenology. Many have shown that when working regionally or locally, and using EO data types and classification approaches appropriate for the local scenario, accurate and reliable and therefore useful results can be achieved [Hill and Thomson 2005, Thomson et al 2003,
Bock et al 2005]. However, when continental and global biodiversity monitoring requires consistency in methodology, the variety of EO data types and approaches available is greatly reduced. As a result, the global land cover maps produced from EO have been limited to reporting the extent of major vegetation types (total number of vegetation classes ranges between 7 and 18, Table 1) at pixel sizes ranging from 1km to 300m. The class number and type and the spatial detail of these products make them inadequate for detailed biodiversity or habitat monitoring.

In addition to thematic maps, EO can deliver quantitative information that is related to site conditions, physiological processes, stress conditions or vegetation damage, and is relevant to biodiversity. For example, the leaf phenological cycle and its changes over time have been measured with EO [Delbart et al. 2006, Heumann et al. 2007], the SEBI indicator ‘fragmentation’ is an obvious candidate for EO retrieval [Estreguil et al., submitted], and EO vegetation indices have been related to NPP and linked to species richness [Oindo and Skidmore 2002].

Table 1: Global Land cover maps derived from EO currently available

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Land cover map</th>
<th>Pixel size</th>
<th>Total N° classes</th>
<th>N° vegetation (arable) classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IGBP [Loveland and Belward, 1997]</td>
<td>1 km</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>12(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLC2000 [Bartholome and Belward, 2005 ]</td>
<td>1 km</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>18(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOD12Q1 PFT [Friedl et al., 2002]</td>
<td>1 km</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLOBCOVER [Arino et al., 2005]</td>
<td>300 m</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>14 (4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

‘Going in situ’ is the only way to collect detailed information on the flora and fauna present. Also in situ land cover or habitat observations, when benefiting from a well designed field survey approach and protocol, have the advantage of providing high thematic and spatial detail. In both cases, in situ work is intensive and costly and is therefore limited in the area it can cover and the revisit frequency, and although the spatial detail of the area outlines identified can be high, they often vary with surveyor, especially in areas containing soft gradients rather than hard boundaries.

4.2 Inter-calibration of EO and in-situ monitoring

In the context of biodiversity monitoring, the idea of integrating in situ with EO is that the combination of the two data set types will deliver more accurate or reliable information on biodiversity than either of the two data sets used independently. EO can take on different roles when it is considered for enhancing in situ observations. It can be used as a vehicle for interpolation and generalisation by delivering full coverage, or it could be used to increase the number of in situ samples in space and time. Here, the key for success is a
good link between the EO derived thematic map and the in situ habitat observations. EO could also be used to search for and highlight hotspot areas of sudden or gradual change, or to provide context where it delivers additional information on, for example, land cover composition, landscape structure or phenology, complementing the in situ species and habitat data. In all cases the concept of linking EO derived information with field data to enhance observations on biodiversity is based on the premises that a relationship exists between the composition and structure of the landscape and the diversity of habitats and the species and genotypes that may be present within.

Many trials have already been carried out, and although much discussed, full integration between in situ and EO has not been achieved, as emphasised in the recent GMES summary produced by Wyatt et al [2004]. The BIOPRESS project [Köhler et al 2006] and the PEENHAB project [Mücher et al. 2004] whilst using the state of the art data bases for predicting habitats, show that all the available data bases have limitations and restrictions because of lack of validation. EBONE is planning to provide clear statements on the added value of data integration by testing if integration delivers improved estimates of biodiversity measures, in particular the SEBI indicators: (i) Trends in extent of selected ecosystems and habitats and (ii) Trends in abundance and distribution of selected species.

One main element of the work will investigate an approach developed by Fuller et al [1998] for the UK which is referred to as ‘inter-calibration’. Inter-calibration is particularly suited for the SEBI indicator ‘Trends in extent of habitats’. Inter-calibration uses correspondence matrices [Lillesand and Kiefer, 1994] that are created to calculate the classification accuracy of EO derived land cover maps, to produce stratum specific calibration matrices (i.e the calibration matrices are a weighted average of the correspondence matrices produced for in situ sample sites located within an environmental stratum). These calibration matrices are then used to alter the original land cover percentages and classes of the EO derived map to better match the habitat classes and their cover percentages observed in the field (Figure 4). Although this reduces the original spatial resolution of the land cover map from 25 m to 1 km, Fuller et al [1998] found that, at national level, the habitat statistics produced from the calibrated land cover map closely matched those extrapolated from the field samples. More importantly regional habitat
estimates made from the calibrated land cover map showed tighter confidence limits than those acquired from the field survey samples.

The EBONE hypothesis is that better estimates of habitat extent can be achieved through inter-calibration when combined with a well designed environmental stratification [Jongman et al. 2006] and a habitat classification system such as the BioHab General Habitat Categories (GHC) system which is based on ‘EO friendly’ physiognomic characteristics. EBONE will investigate the success of inter-calibration applied on existing EO land cover maps which provide full coverage but also look at the inter-calibration of EO habitat maps of sample sites produced to increase the in situ samples in space and/or time. The advantage of the second approach is that it could allow for the introduction of strata specific EO mapping methods. In this context EBONE will look at the role of LIDAR and EO time-series analysis.

Species distribution models that incorporate in situ and EO derived information is another form of integration that could potentially deliver improved measures of the SEBI indicator ‘Trends in abundance and distribution of selected species’ [Gillespie et al. 2008]. Here both thematic (land cover maps calibrated to GHC observations) and quantitative EO derived information such as fragmentation and phenology metrics will be considered. One caveat is that distribution models highlight areas with high probabilities of a specific species occurring which does not necessarily mean the species in question will be found in all of the areas identified.

5. EBONE CONTRIBUTION TO EUROPEAN AND WORLD-WIDE PROGRAMS

5.1. GEO and GEO-BON

The Group on Earth Observations or GEO (www.earthobservations.org) is a partnership of 76 member nations and more than 50 NGOs, working to benefit society by improving the coordination of existing Earth observation data sets and implementing new observations and related products. It is designing a Global Earth Observing System of Systems (GEOSS) as the mechanism to achieve these goals. Biodiversity is one of the nine Societal Benefit Areas set forth by GEO as foci for its work. Thus, a Biodiversity Observation Network (GEO BON) is one of the first systems GEO is proposing for the GEOSS.

By facilitating and linking efforts of countries, international organizations, and individuals, GEO BON will contribute to the collection, management, sharing, and analysis of data on the status and trends of the world’s biodiversity. It will also identify gaps in existing observation systems and promote mechanisms to fill them. The role of EBONE in this context is to act as a pilot for Europe that can be used by comparable initiatives in other continents.

The scope of GEO BON includes the terrestrial, freshwater, coastal, and open ocean marine components of biodiversity. Its definition of biodiversity encompasses genetic, species and ecosystem levels. In addition to collecting time series of observations on the presence, abundance and condition of elements of biodiversity at all of these levels, it will conduct limited analyses, such as change detection, trend analyses, forward projections, range interpolations and model-based estimations of the supply of ecosystem services. It will act in support of more detailed assessments undertaken by biodiversity and ecosystem assessment bodies. EBONE focuses on the terrestrial environment and an additional initiative for the marine environment is very much wanted.

The main users of GEO BON will likely be national governments (especially in relation to their obligations under biodiversity-related conventions) and their natural resource and biodiversity conservation agencies at national and regional levels, international organisations and the biodiversity-relevant treaty bodies, non-governmental organisations (both national and international) in the fields of biodiversity protection and natural resources management, and environmental and scientific research organisations both in and out of academia.
The EBONE project is the European contribution to GEO BON. It is developing a system of biodiversity observation at regional, national and European levels as a contribution to European reporting on biodiversity as well as to the GEOSS tasks on biodiversity and ecosystems. EBONE assesses existing approaches on validity and applicability starting in Europe, expanding to regions in Africa and seeking cooperation with projects in other continents.

5.2. LIFE-Watch

LifeWatch is an integrated approach for developing an advanced infrastructure for biodiversity research using a wide range of techniques. It will be significant in tackling one of the major challenges facing modern society, bringing together many disciplines and investigational techniques, all at the cutting edge of research, and will be how much research is done in the future. It intends to make massive biodiversity data sets available, searchable through an user interfaces; tens of thousands of users exploring these data and joining forces in virtual user groups. It also intends to give access to scientists and policy makers comparing and supplementing these data with even more data obtained from weather stations, satellites, biological collections from all over Europe.

The contribution that EBONE can provide to LifeWatch is the development of a ready available system for observation and data storage; not only for species, but also for habitats and supporting earth observation.

5.3. Extension of EBONE approach to Mediterranean regions outside Europe

The EBONE approach for Europe will need to be compatible with approaches at the worldwide level. Through a pilot for global Mediterranean systems EBONE will adapt the system that will be developed for Europe for Mediterranean and desert systems in test areas in Israel and South Africa as representative countries for this biogeographical zone. This allows linking European approaches to Mediterranean and desert environment elsewhere in the world and allows testing of the methodology. A fundamental feature of the common approach to habitats is that it is based on life forms that form a biogeographical basis for defining word biomes.

Within the EBONE project, two partners focus on Mediterranean-desert gradients, one in Israel and one in South Africa. CSIR, the South African partner, works from an existing Biota-Africa regional network similar to the LTER system, in which research stations are positioned regularly along the western coast of South Africa and into Namibia (see www.biota-africa.de). In this system there is heavy emphasis on remote sensing and detailed in situ biodiversity studies; the habitat mapping used in EBONE bridges a gap in this system.

In contrast, the Israeli partner INPA is focused on conservation management at the habitat level, and has great interest in effective habitat mapping. INPA and its partners in the Israel LTER system also have several research stations along a rainfall gradient from Mediterranean to desert regions. The stations are linked by a common protocol for monitoring the response to thinning and grazing by different groups of organisms in a statistically valid experimental block design, but some have additional studies as well.

Two of these stations are currently in use for testing EBONE methodology and field work is ongoing; one in desert at the Avdat LTER site in the Negev Highlands, and the other in Mediterranean forest and maquis at Ramat HaNadiv near Mt. Carmel (see http://aristo4bgu.bgu.ac.il/maarag/Default.aspx for details on these LTER sites). Orthophoto coverage is used in all the Israel LTER sites, and coverage is good for the country. Ramat HaNadiv is a well established research site, and has an extensive monitoring program for plants, vertebrates, invertebrates, and geochemistry in place, while Avdat is a recently established LTER site mainly with information on plants and invertebrates.
Deserts are outside the range of European habitats, so the methods and descriptors of habitats have to be modified somewhat for use in Israel. During the past year, we worked to develop these adaptations, which are currently being tested in the field by survey of five test squares in Avdat and five in Ramat HaNadiv.

Two workshops and field exercises have been held in the past year to introduce and train Israeli scientists in the use of the BioHab habitat mapping system used in EBONE. There is strong interest among Israeli conservation organizations to develop and use a standardized habitat mapping system which enables sharing of data, so the pool of participants in this training has been drawn from conservation, forestry, rangeland, and basic ecological research organizations. There is developing consensus among these organizations that, with a little adaptation, BioHab may suit our needs and be implemented nationwide in Israel. A third workshop is planned for November 2009, in which the results of the current habitat mapping experiments will be reported, and the range of interest will expand to the EO and biodiversity monitoring methodology used in EBONE.

The unified habitat mapping methodology system is well under development in Israel, with discussion and adaptation now taking place daily. EO methods do not yet seem problematic. The weak part of our work is the biodiversity methodology. We need to determine which measures of biodiversity are most meaningful and how these may be linked to habitat and EO data. We have introduced the SEBI2010 program to the INPA and to the Israel LTER for consideration as a framework for biodiversity monitoring and this is currently under consideration. EBONE also works with the SEBI2010 biodiversity indicators, so we may be able to move forward in parallel.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The main outcome of the project will be an integrated monitoring system based on key biodiversity indicators and implementation within an institutional framework operating at the European level. This framework will provide continued access to indicator data for CBD reporting against the 2010 target and form the basis for the continued development of a European Biodiversity Observation system.

EBONE is a global pilot for international cooperation in biodiversity monitoring tackling the technical problems of harmonising approaches that differ in many ways:

- Topic: species, habitats and earth observation;
- Scale: from insects to migrating birds;
- Biogeography: linking Boreal, Mediterranean and Desert habitats and species;
- Organisation: trying to convince over 100 European agencies and an unknown number of NGOs to harmonise approaches.

This challenge has to be met for global reporting on biodiversity.
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